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1.  Introduction 
 

 Areally, Indo-Aryan languages principally form passive 
constructions with the auxiliary ‘go’. 
 

 Sub-areally, the Eastern branch forms passives 
principally with the auxiliary ‘become’. 
 

 Sylheti has passive constructions with auxiliaries 
‘become’ and ‘go’. 
 

2.  Methodology 
 

 Difficulty preparing lesson to teach passives in Sylheti 
 

 Social media feedback 

4.  Conclusion 
 

 Sylheti has a volitional (‘deliberate’) passive with the 
auxiliary ‘become’ (transitive) and an unvoltional 
(‘accidental’) passive with ‘go’ (intransitive). 

 
 Speakers interpret active constructions with 

morphologically intransitive verbs as ‘passives’.  Note: 
potential confusion of homophonous transitive and 
intransitive verbs. 

 
 Further analysis needed. 

3.  Analysis 
 

 Agents take Agentive [-e] with transitive verb and 

Instrumental [-e] with intransitive (homophonous 

marking). 

 

 No change in patient case marking, remains Objective. 

 

 Case marking depends on animacy hierarchy. 

 

 Instrumental [dia] (grammaticized converbial 

construction)  not permitted with accidental 

connotation. 

PASSIVE type I : volitional / deliberate passive 
 

a. Animate agent, inanimate patient 
 

ɖaxʈɔɾ-ɛ        amaɾ  aŋɡuil-Ø     xaʈ-s-ɔɪn 
doctor-AGT  my     finger-OBJ  cut-PRF-2/3:HON 
'The doctor has cut my finger. ' 
 
amaɾ  aŋɡuil-Ø    (ɖaxʈɔɾ  dia)   xaʈ-a        ɔɪ-s-ɛ 
my    finger-OBJ (doctor 'by')  cut-NMZ  become-PRF-3 
'My finger has been cut (by the doctor). (deliberately - for 
some reason, like disease)' 
 
b. Animate agent, animate patient 
 

fuɽi-e       fua-ɾe       summa  di-s-ɛ 
girl-AGT  boy-OBJ   kiss      give-PRF-3 
'The girl kissed the boy.' 
 
fua-ɾe      (fuɽi  dia)   summa  dɛ-ɔa         ɔɪ-s-ɛ 
boy-OBJ  (girl  'by')  kiss      give-NMZ  become-PRF-3 
'The boy was kissed by the girl.' 

 

PASSIVE type II  : unvolitional / accidental passive 
 
amaɾ  aŋɡuil-Ø     xaʈ-a       ɡɛ-s-ɛ 
my    finger-OBJ cut-NMZ  go-PRF-3 
'My finger got cut! (accidentally) ' 
 
*[amaɾ aŋɡuil-Ø ɖaxʈɔɾ dia xaʈ-a ɡɛ-s-ɛ] 
 
Not to be confused with compound verb constructions where 
[za-] ‘go’ is the auxiliary light verb and the main verb has 
the conjunctive suffix [-i]. 
 
amaɾ  aŋɡuil  (nɔʊk)  (ta-ɾɛ)           xaʈ-i         ɡɛ-s-ɛ 
my     finger  (nail)   (3.SG-OBJ)   cut-CONJ  go-PRF-3 
 

                                                  xaʈ-s-ɛ 
                         cut-PRF-3 
 

'My finger (nail) has cut (him).' 
 

--- 
 

However, morphologically intransitive verbs (which take on 
a reflexive quality) are interpreted as ‘passive’. 
 
amaɾ aŋɡuil  xaʈ-i          ɡɛ-s-ɛ 
my   finger   cut-CONJ  go-PRF-3 
'My finger got cut. ' 
 
aɡun-e    zɔŋɡɔl  zol-i           ɡɛ-s-ɛ 
fire-INS  forest  burn-CONJ  go-PRF-3 
'The forest (was) burned by fire.' 
 
zɔŋɡɔl  aɡun  dia   zal-a-ni                 ɔɪ-s-ɛ 
forest   fire    'by'  burn-CAUS-NMZ  become-PRF-3 
'The forest was burned by fire.' 

 
                          Abbreviations 
 

AGT        agentive                       NMZ      nomializer 

CONJ      conjunctive                  OBJ        objective 

HON        honorific                      PRF       perfect 

INS          instrumental 

 


